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Abstract
Equilibrium pressure profiles of plasmas confined in the field of a dipole magnet are
reconstructed using magnetic and x-ray measurements on the levitated dipole experiment
(LDX). LDX operates in two distinct modes: with the dipole mechanically supported and with
the dipole magnetically levitated. When the dipole is mechanically supported, thermal
particles are lost along the field to the supports, and the plasma pressure is highly peaked and
consists of energetic, mirror-trapped electrons that are created by electron cyclotron resonance
heating. By contrast, when the dipole is magnetically levitated losses to the supports are
eliminated and particles are lost via slower cross-field transport that results in broader, but still
peaked, plasma pressure profiles.
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1. Introduction

The relationship between the pressure profile and the toroidal
ring current has long been important to the study of equilibria
and dynamics of planetary magnetospheres [1, 2]. High pres-
sure plasma and the resulting ring current in space are measured
by taking the curl of in situ magnetic field measurements [3],
using ground-based magnetic measurements [4], low-altitude
satellite measurements [5], and high-altitude particle measure-
ments [6]. These spacecraft observations of high beta plasmas
confined in planetary magnetospheres motivated the dipole
confinement concept [7–10]. Plasma within planetary magne-
tospheres have peaked density and pressure profiles [11–14],
and the plasma pressure and ring current increase during geo-
magnetic storms caused by fluctuations of the solar wind [15].

In the levitated dipole experiment (LDX) [16, 17], shown
in figure 1, a 565 kg superconducting coil is magnetically
levitated inside a 5 m diameter vacuum vessel. Calculations
of plasma equilibrium in LDX show stability at peak plasma
pressure that is ten times larger than the local magnetic pressure
[18]. Levitating the coil eliminates particle losses along
the magnetic field lines to material supports. The plasmas
are heated by electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH)
with the application of up to 27 kW of power distributed in

4 frequencies, 2.45 GHz (4 kW), 6.4 GHz (3 kW), 10.5 GHz
(10 kW) and 28 GHz (10 kW).

Levitated plasmas on LDX are predicted to reach
pressure profiles that are limited by marginal stability to the
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) interchange mode [11, 18, 19]

δ (pV γ ) = 0 (1)

where p is the plasma pressure, V is the differential flux-tube
volume (V ≡ ∮

dl/B with the integration along the magnetic
field and B the magnetic field strength), and γ is the ratio
of specific heats (γ = 5/3). In addition to being a marginal
stability point, equation (1) describes a pressure profile that is
invariant to interchange motion. Thus, a plasma at the marginal
stability point can undergo an adiabatic mixing of plasma filled
flux-tubes without changing its pressure profile. A similar
invariant profile is adopted by the flux-tube integrated density

δ (nV ) = 0 (2)

where n is the plasma density. Thus, a plasma can undergo
low-frequency convective mixing without changing its density
profile. These profiles also represent stationary states of space-
weather dynamics [20] for the special case when driven mixing
of magnetospheric plasma does not alter plasma profiles.
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Figure 1. A schematic drawing of the LDX experiment. Closed
magnetic field lines are illustrated with solid black contours; open
field lines are shown with dashed black contours. The fundamental
ECRH resonance surfaces for the 2.45 GHz source and the 6.4 GHz
source are illustrated with thick dashed lines. Locations of the
azimuthal magnetic flux loops are shown by the red dots. Locations
and orientations of the poloidal field coils are shown by the blue
arrows with yellow dots.

Gyrokinetic simulations [21] and theory [22] provide an
explanation for the turbulent self-organization of the plasma
driven towards these stationary profiles, which are states of
minimum entropy production [23].

In the dipole geometry, B = ∇ϕ × ∇ψ , and the
axisymmetric magnetic field is described in terms of the
toroidal angle, ϕ, and magnetic flux, ψ , which varies inversely
with the equatorial radius, ψ ∼ 1/R. The equatorial
magnetic field strength has power-law scaling, B ∼ ψ3 ∼
1/R3, and the differential flux-tube volume increases rapidly,
V ∼ R4 ∼ ψ−4. Because V varies radially as a power-law,
the invariant profiles represented by equations (1) and (2) are
often represented with power-law models. Gold [11] used a
power-law formulation of the equilibrium pressure profile to
evaluate magnetospheric stability, and Krasheninnikov et al
[24] used a power-law formulation to demonstrate that plasma
confined by a point magnetic dipole remains stable at arbitrary
beta. Reconstructions of the quiet time magnetospheric ring
current using satellite measurements of energetic particles also
found power-law dependences [25], and similar profiles were
shown to result during storm-time enhancements of the ring
current [26].

Centrally-peaked power-law profiles of plasma pressure
and density were observed in previous studies of LDX. When
the dipole was mechanically supported, the pressure profile
was magnetically reconstructed and found to vary as p ∼ ψ4g

Figure 2. Left: a grayscale visible light image of a plasma shot with
magnetic field lines overlaid in yellow, separatrix in red, and current
density contours in blue. Right: the reconstruction grid. Plasma
currents (shown as blue dots) are placed on grid nodes between the
separatrix (outer red contour) and the limited innermost flux surface
(inner red contour) based on a pressure model. Additionally,
currents are added in the upper mirror region. Two currents (IM1 and
IM2) are evenly distributed over a finite set of points in the upper
mirror.

with g ≈ 2.5 [27]. The pressure of these plasmas were
anisotropic and consisted almost entirely of an energetic
electron population. When the dipole was supported, the
plasma density was approximately uniform, but, when the
dipole was magnetically levitated, a strong inward particle
pinch was observed that results in a centrally peaked density,
with an invariant power-law profile [28].

In the experiments reported here, we perform the first
magnetic reconstructions of the pressure profile with the dipole
magnetically levitated and find the pressure profile can be
represented with a power-law model. When the dipole is
magnetically levitated, equation (1) represents the pressure
profile, and the thermal plasma pressure is significant, and
β > 10%. The plasma rotation is not directly measured;
however, turbulent low-frequency fluctuations of density and
electrostatic potential have an ensemble-averaged rotation in
the electron drift direction between 1 and 3 kHz. With �/2π ∼
3 kHz, M� ≈ 0.04, and the corrections to the equilibrium
plasma current are of the order of 0.1%. This small level of
rotation does not effect the high pressure equilibrium reported
here and was not included in results shown here.

2. Reconstructed pressure profiles

Model based reconstructions of the pressure profile in LDX are
performed with measurements from 12 azimuthal flux loops
and 15 poloidal field coils.

2.1. Pressure model

The pressure model used in the magnetic reconstructions
has six parameters: the peak pressure parameter (p0), the
radial location of the pressure peak (R0), the profile steepness
parameter (g), the anisotropy parameter (a), and the upper
mirror currents (IM1 and IM2). The profile steepness
parameter, g, expresses the outer radial power-law variation.
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Figure 3. Left: illustration of the isotropic pressure profile, G(ψ), at mid-plane. Right: illustration of the current density with an isotropic
anisotropy parameter (a = 0, top) and an anisotropic anisotropy parameter (a = 2, bottom). Solid blue contours indicate a positive
azimuthal current density; dashed blue contours indicate a negative azimuthal current density.

The upper mirror currents account for plasma currents in
the non-confined magnetic mirror region located between the
floating coil and the levitation coil, as shown in figure 2. The
other model parameters set the distribution of the plasma ring
current inside the dipole confinement region.

From ideal MHD, the equilibrium diamagnetic current for
an anisotropic pressure is

J = B × ∇ · p̄

B2
= B × ∇ · p⊥

B2
+

(
p‖ − p⊥

) B × κ

B2
(3)

where p̄ = p⊥Ī + (p‖ − p⊥)b̂b̂ is the pressure tensor with
Ī the identity matrix and b̂ a unit vector along the magnetic
field (B = B b̂), p‖ and p⊥ are the parallel and perpendicular
components of the pressure, and κ = b̂ · ∇b̂ is the magnetic
curvature. Using the vacuum field approximation of the
curvature vector, κ ≈ (∇⊥ B)/B, the azimuthal component
of the current density can be written in cylindrical coordinates
as

Jφ = −2πR
∂p⊥
∂ψ

− 2πR
(
p‖ − p⊥

) ∂

∂ψ
(ln B) (4)

where R is the radial coordinate and ψ is a poloidal flux
function (ψ = RAφ , where Aφ is the azimuthal component
of the magnetic vector potential).

We parameterize the plasma pressure anisotropy by the
relation p⊥ = (1 + 2a)p‖ where a is the anisotropy parameter.
Then, from parallel momentum balance [29], the perpendicular
pressure [30] is modeled as

p⊥ = G(ψ)

(
B0

B

)2a

(5)

where G(ψ) is a flux function and B0 is the minimum magnetic
field strength along a magnetic field line.

The flux function G(ψ) expresses the radial power-
law dependence of the pressure and allows comparison with
previous observations and studies. G(ψ) is defined in three
regions

G (ψ) =




p0

(
ψ−ψfcoil

ψ0−ψfcoil

)α

, ψ > ψ0 + δψ

Aψ2 + Bψ + C , ψ0 + δψ � ψ > ψ0 − δψ

p0

(
ψ

ψ0

)4g

, ψ � ψ0 − δψ

(6)

where ψ0 = ψ(R0), ψfcoil is the value of ψ at the levitated
dipole coil (the floating or ‘F-coil’), and α = 4g(|ψfcoil/ψ0| −
1). The coefficients A, B, and C are defined such that G and
dG/dψ are continuous. The width δψ is a fixed value that
typically spans about a 5 cm radial distance at the mid-plane.
Figure 3 illustrates the flux function G(ψ) and the effect of the
anisotropy parameter on the current density distribution. The
power-law formulation of the outer pressure profile, G(ψ) ∝
ψ4g , in equation (6) is motivated by models developed to
characterize plasma profiles in the Earth’s magnetosphere and
used in previous research [11, 18, 22, 24, 31].

The poloidal flux function, ψ , is related to the azimuthal
current by the partial differential equation

�∗ψ = −µoRJφ(ψ) (7)

where �∗ ≡ R2∇ · (R−2 ∇), and µo is the permeability of free
space. Equation (7) is iteratively solved on a grid to determine
the plasma boundary and distribution of plasma currents. The
reconstruction grid is shown in figure 2.

The current in the floating coil is initially determined by
balancing the gravitational force on the coil with the force
exerted on it by the levitation coil. At subsequent times
(when there may be changes in the floating coil position, the
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Levitated (100805046,     ) and supported (100805045,       )

Time [sec]

2.45 GHz  on
6.4 GHz  on

10.5 GHz  on
10.5 GHz  off

6.4 GHz  off

2.45 GHz  off

Figure 4. Overview of supported shot 100805045 (dashed lines) and levitated shot 100805046 (solid lines). The top row shows that the
heating power profile was the same in both shots. The second row shows that the vessel pressure was similar on both shots. The third row
shows that during levitation the change in the magnetic flux measured by a flux loop at the outer mid-plane (5 m dia.) is nearly a factor of
two greater than during supported operation. The last row shows the phase measurement of the innermost chord of the interferometer
(0.77 m tangency radius). The large phase change on the inner chord during levitation shows that the electron density is much higher and
centrally peaked during levitated operation. The thin vertical black lines mark times when the input power changes.

levitation coil current, or the addition of plasma currents) the
current in the superconducting floating coil adjusts to conserve
magnetic flux.

2.2. χ2 Model Fitting

Model parameters are determined by a nonlinear χ2

minimization process that is described in detail in [32]. The
figure of merit, χ2, is defined as the summation over the square
deviations between the reconstructed and measured magnetic
measurements (15 flux loops and 12 poloidal field coils)
normalized to known measurement uncertainty variances that
were calibrated by various concentric loops of known current.
To determine the best fit parameters the global variation of χ2

in the parameter space is first mapped with a parameter scan.
Then, a downhill simplex method is used to home in on the best
parameter fit. Estimates of the errors in the parameter values
are made by propagating the known measurement errors via a
Monte Carlo method [33].

3. Results

3.1. Levitated and supported plasmas

We compare a supported (100805045) and levitated
(100805046) shot that have been programmed to be identical
except that for the supported shot all field lines terminate
on material structures and for the levitated shot field lines
in the confining volume are closed. Figure 4 shows that
input ECRH power and the vessel pressure are similar in
both shots; however, when levitated the diamagnetic flux and
plasma density are larger. We magnetically reconstruct the
pressure profiles for both of these shots. Table 1 shows
the best fit parameters and calculated plasma parameters for
the supported and the levitated plasma. Figure 5 shows
the results of this minimization and error analysis for the
levitated plasma. Figure 6 illustrates the spatial distribution
of the reconstructed pressure and current profiles for both the
supported and levitated case.
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Table 1. Pressure profile parameters and plasma parameters for
magnetic reconstructions of levitated shot 100805046 and supported
100805045 with multiple ECRH sources. The global energy
confinement time is the plasma energy divided by the total
microwave input power.

Model Parameters Levitated Supported

Power (2.45, 6.4, 10.5 kHz) 18 kW 18 kW
Cord 2 line density† 6.4e19 m−2 2.1e19 m−2

Pressure parameter, p0 426 Pa 2380 Pa
Pressure peak location, R0 0.81◦ ± 0.05 m 0.73◦ ± 0.02 m
Profile steepness parameter, g 2.1◦ ± 0.2 7 ± 0.6
Anisotropy parameter, a†† 0.5 2.0
Upper mirror inner current, IM1 −1 A −2730 A
Upper mirror outer current, IM2 −155 A −1.8 A

Resulting Plasma Parameters Levitated Supported

Peak pressure 268 Pa 2380 Pa
Plasma energy 250 J 278 J
Beta at pressure peak 8.6% 46%
Total plasma current 3.0 kA 2.8 kA
Plasma dipole moment 12.1 kA m2 7.4 kA m2

Global energy confinement 14 ms 15 ms
χ 2 19.4 35

† Interferometer cord with tangency radius R = 0.86 m.
†† Parameter held fixed during χ 2 minimization.

Figure 5. Monte Carlo simulation of parameter errors for levitated
shot 100805046. The value of the steepness parameter is 2.1 with a
standard deviation of about 0.2. The black contours mark values of
constant χ 2. The inner contour is defined by χ2 = χ 2

min + δχ 2 where
χ 2

min = 19.4 and δχ 2 = 0.9.

Levitating the dipole magnet causes the pressure profile
to be broader than it is during supported operation. We
interpret this to be a result of eliminating losses along the field
lines. This allows a more thermal plasma to develop and the
pressure profile to be determined by the cross-field transport.
When the dipole is in the supported mode, the pressure
consists almost entirely of a mirror-trapped, energetic electron
population that is created by ECRH. This hot population is
known to be gyrokinetically stabilized by sufficiently dense
background plasma [34, 35]. When stabilized, the pressure

profiles are observed to exceed the usual MHD stability limit
shown in equation (1) [18, 27]. When the background plasma
density decreases, dipole plasma with energetic electrons are
unstable to the hot electron interchange mode [36, 37]. By
contrast, when the dipole is in the levitated mode, the pressure
consists of both an energetic electron population and a more
thermal population. The presence of these two populations is
observed as a fast and a slow decay time of the diamagnetic
current after all the power sources have been turned off [38].
The slow decay time corresponds to the slow loss of the deeply
trapped energetic electron population; the fast decay time
corresponds to the rapid loss of a more thermal population.
During supported mode only a single slow decay time of the
diamagnetic current is observed.

The steepness of the pressure profile is quantified in the
pressure model by the steepness parameter, g. Table 1 shows
that for the supported plasma the steepness parameter is more
than three times larger than it is for the levitated plasma. To
compare pressure profiles to the marginal stability point of the
MHD interchange mode we plot pV γ as a function of radius in
figure 7. For the supported plasma pV γ decreases with radius
outside of the pressure peak indicating that the pressure profile
is steeper than the MHD limit. This is consistent with the
supported plasma pressure consisting of an energetic electron
population that is stabilized by the background plasma as
discussed in the previous paragraph. For the levitated plasma
pV γ is nearly constant outside the pressure peak indicating that
the pressure profile is near the marginal stability point where
plasma flux-tubes can interchange position without changing
the pressure profile.

The best-fit magnetic reconstructions are consistent with
a ≈ 0 for levitated plasmas where the plasma can can
become isotropic without particle loss. Reconstructions with
a supported dipole used a ≈ 2. For both cases, the best-
fit reconstructions are not very sensitive to the anisotropy
parameter, a, so the Monte-Carlo studies varied only g and R0.

3.2. Single frequency heating

Of the four heating ECR frequencies utilized, the low
frequency source (2.45 GHz) has a resonance on the outer
midplane while the higher frequencies (10.5 and 28 GHz) do
not. The 6.4 GHz source has a resonance very close to the
coil. As seen in figure 8, the mod-B contours of the higher
frequencies are obstructed by the floating coil.

Table 2 shows results from a series of equilibrium
calculations for single source heating discharges. We observe
that adding power at low frequencies which have an outer
midplane resonance (2.45 GHz) tends to produce run away
electrons and to produce relatively low density plasmas. These
plasmas have relatively peaked pressure profiles with the
pressure peak located at the midplane resonance. Heating at
the higher frequencies (10.5 and 28 GHz), such that there is
no midplane fundamental resonance, tends to produce higher
density plasmas. The hot electron component that accounts for
the pressure consists of very peaked mirror trapped plasmas
with the pressure peak located close to the innermost flux
tube (R0 ∼ 0.65 m) which touches the floating coil in the
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Pressure: Supported (100805045)Pressure: Levitated (100805046)

Current: Supported (100805045)Current: Levitated (100805046)

Figure 6. Pressure and current density contours for a supported (100805045) and a levitated (100805046) shot. In the top figures the
pressure is shown with green contours indicating higher pressure and black contours indicating lower pressure (the same pressure contours
levels are plotted for levitated and supported operation). The bottom figures show the current density with solid blue indicating high positive
current density, solid black low positive current density, dotted black low negative current density, and dotted yellow high negative current
density (the same current density contour levels are plotted in levitated and supported operation). The red contour marks the separatrix.
During levitation the pressure and current density profiles are broader with lower maximum values.

inner radius. For the high frequencies the mod-B resonance
surface cuts across all field lines, and appear to be efficient in
creating density in combination with low frequency (2.45 GHz)
heating.

3.3. Elimination of upper mirror currents

The plasma that forms in the mirror wells on open field lines
between the floating coil and the levitation coil (see figures 2
and 8) absorbs heating power and distorts the equilibrium.
Indeed, we only became aware of the presence of mirror-
trapped plasma on open field lines as a consequence of the
equilibrium reconstructions and after observations of visible
light emission from careful videography. We eliminated
the currents from mirror-trapped plasma in LDX by locating
a series of rods (the ‘spider’) that intercept the plasma
that tends to form in this region. Without the ‘spider’,

the best fit equilibria required the presence of diamagnetic
currents from mirror-trapped plasma. After the ‘spider’
was installed, the best fit equilibria had very small or zero
diamagnetic currents from electrons mirror-trapped on open
field lines. Furthermore, after the ‘spider’ was installed,
plasma light from the mirror-trapped, open field-line region
became unobservable. We saw no evidence of surface heating
from the ‘spider’, and there was no build-up of electron
pressure that might enhance microwave absorption.

Table 3 compares levitated shots with similar ECR heating
power and neutral gas pressure. Discharge 100527002 permits
upper mirror currents to form whereas in 130814045 the
spider largely eliminates these currents. We have magnetically
reconstructed the equilibrium for both of these shots. Table 3
shows the best fit parameters and calculated plasma parameters
for the plasma with and without mirror plasma. The equilibria
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Figure 7. For levitated shot 100805046 with multiple ECRH
sources on the entropy density factor is constant with radius outside
the pressure peak (at radius 81 cm). This is consistent with a
pressure profile that is marginally stable to the MHD interchange
mode. For supported shot 100805045 with multiple ECRH sources
on the entropy density factor decreases with radius outside of the
pressure peak (at radius 73 cm) indicating a pressure profile that is
steeper than the MHD limit.

Figure 8. Flux plot for high power (27 kW) heating (130814045)
showing mod-B contours corresponding to resonances that cross the
midplane (Z = 1 m) at (a) R = 0.80 m (2.45 GHz), (b) R = 0.62 m
(6.4 GHz), (c) R = 0.55 m (10.5 GHz), and (d) R = 0.44 m
(28 GHz). The unconfined, mirror trapped plasma is located near
Z ∼ 2 m, R ∼ 0.2–1 m and is largely eliminated by the ‘spider’ (s).

indicates the near elimination of mirror currents and in
particular a substantial drop in Im2.

Furthermore, line density rises by 50% when the mirror
plasma is eliminated. In the absence of mirror trapped plasma
it is likely that a larger fraction of the heating power goes into
the plasma confined on closed field lines. Consistent with

Table 2. Plasma parameters for magnetic reconstructions of single
heating source discharges 130814023 (2.45 GHz), 130814020
(10.5 GHz) and 130814016 (28 GHz) respectively.

Heating frequency 2.45 GHz 10.5 GHz 28 GHz
Power 5.1 kW 10 kW 10 kW
Cord 2 line density† 1.1e19 m−2 4.2e19 m−2 4.9e19 m−2

Peak pressure, p0 38.1 Pa 435 Pa 105 Pa
Radius of peak, R0 0.80 m 0.65 m 0.65 m
B(R0) 0.096 T 0.197 T 0.199 T
Steepness param, g 2.0 3.47 2.6
Anisotropy param, a†† 0.5 0.5 0.5
Inner current, IM1 −8.2 A −1.0 A −1.0
Outer current, IM2 −1.0 A −14.2 A −8.8 A

Resulting Plasma

Plasma energy 28 J 79 J 25 J
Beta at pressure peak 1.0% 2.8% 0.67%
Total plasma current 0.31 kA 0.62 kA 0.21 kA
Plasma dipole moment 1.30 kA m2 1.17 kA m2 .47 kA m2

† Interferometer cord with tangency radius R = 0.86 m.
†† Anisotropy parameter held fixed during χ 2 minimization.

Table 3. Pressure profile parameters and plasma parameters for
magnetic reconstructions of levitated shots 100527002 (without
spider) and 130805045 (with spider) at t = 6 s with multiple ECRH
heating sources (27 kW total).

Measured Parameters (t=6s) no spider spider

Ion gauge pressure 3 × 10−6 torr 2.8 × 10−6 torr
Cord 2 line density 9 × 1018 m−2 15 × 1018 m−2

Model Parameters with IM without IM

Peak Pressure , p0 748 Pa 497 Pa
Radius of peak, R0 0.78 m 0.83 m
B(R0) 0.091 T 0.075 T
Profile steepness parameter, g 2.5 2.4
Anisotropy parameter, a 0.5† 0.5 †

Upper mirror inner current, IM1 −1.2 A −2.4 A
Upper mirror outer current, IM2 −206 A −1.0 A

Resulting Plasma Parameters with IM without IM

Plasma energy 392 J 336 J
Beta at pressure peak 23% 22%
Total plasma current 4.3 kA 3.9 kA
Plasma dipole moment 15.1 kA m2 15.9 kA m2

Global energy confinement 14.5 ms 12.4 ms

† Parameter held fixed during χ2 minimization.

the previous observations, we expect that the plasma density
rises proportional to injected power [39]. However, the energy
stored in the hot electron species is known to fall with rising
density which would account for the small drop in stored
energy, even as we expect that the energy in the background
thermal plasma rises. Other parameters (β, dipole moment,
total current), do not change significantly.

4. X-ray measurements

X-ray emission is measured with a silicon drift detector
(2–20 keV) and cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) detectors
(10–650 keV). The spectra from supported and levitated
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CZT X-rays
Levitated 100805046

54 keV

Full power: 3-10 sec

CZT X-rays
Supported 100805045

94 keV

Full power: 3-10 sec

Figure 9. Spectra from CZT detectors with view tangency radius 113 cm for supported and levitated plasmas. Spectra are corrected for the
transmission efficiency and sensitivity of the CZT detectors.

plasmas show that the observed x-rays come from a minority
energetic electron population that can be described with
a log-linear energy distribution in the range 50–100 keV
(see figure 9). Although the peak density of the levitated
plasma is an order of magnitude greater than peak density of
the supported plasma the intensity of the levitated spectra is
similar to the supported spectra indicating that the minority
energetic electron population is smaller for levitated plasmas.

An estimate of the hot electron peak density is made
by dividing the peak pressure determined from the magnetic
reconstruction by the pseudo-temperature of the energetic
electron population determined from the x-ray spectra. An
upper bound estimate of the hot electron fraction (nHOT/ne) is
made by dividing the hot electron density (nHOT) by the total
density (ne) measured by the interferometer. For this estimate
it is assumed that all the pressure is in the hot electrons.

In the supported plasma case (100805045) this assumption
is supported by the measurement of a single slow decay time
of the diamagnetism after the power is shut off [38]. Thermal
plasma is rapidly lost to the mechanical supports and all the
plasma pressure is contained in the hot electron population.
The maximum hot electron fraction at the pressure peak is
∼75% for the supported plasma.

In the levitated case (100805046) the maximum hot
electron fraction is ∼3.5%; however, this must be an
overestimate because the assumption that all the pressure is in
the hot population can not be valid. For the levitated plasma,
both a fast and a slow decay time of the diamagnetism are
observed after the power is shutoff indicating the pressure
is composed of both a hot population and a more thermal
population [38]. Furthermore, the higher density plasma with a
levitated dipole generates an x-ray emission that is comparable

in intensity to that observed with a supported dipole even with
an order of magnitude less plasma density. This indicates a
smaller density of energetic electrons scattering from a higher
plasma density generates an x-ray signal similar to the higher
density of energetic electrons scattering from the lower plasma
density found with a supported dipole. Thus, the comparable
intensity of measured x-ray (figure 9) implies the levitated
discharge has a hot electron fraction, nHOT/n ≈ 1%, which
significantly reduced from the much lower density discharge
obtained using a supported dipole. As expected, levitation
eliminates losses to the mechanical supports allowing a thermal
plasma to form.

Finally, it is generally found that shots with fewer x-rays
have broader magnetically reconstructed pressure profiles.

5. Summary

We report magnetic reconstructions of the pressure profile for
dipole confined plasmas for which the dipole was magnetically
levitated. Levitated plasmas adopt pressure profiles that are
broader than the profiles observed during supported operation.
The resulting profiles have both density and pressure profiles
that are centrally peaked and that have radial gradients nearly
stationary to convective interchange mixing. Our experiments
show that peaked density profiles with δ(nV ) ∼ 0 and peaked
pressure profiles with δ(pV γ ) ∼ 0 can now be produced
routinely in the laboratory in essentially steady-state conditions
and at high plasma beta. This demonstration shows a key
connection between the physics of magnetospheric plasma and
the physics of plasma confined in the laboratory.

We hypothesize that these profiles occur ‘naturally’ as a
result of turbulent self-organization. These peaked profiles
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are the ‘canonical’ profiles that minimize entropy production
during low-frequency turbulence as described, for example,
in [22, 23]. These profiles also represent stationary states of
space-weather dynamics, as described, for example, in [20],
when driven mixing of magnetospheric plasma does not alter
plasma profiles.

Investigations with various combinations of applied
microwave heating have allowed a better understanding of
the influence of the location of cyclotron resonance in LDX.
With single frequency heating the pressure peak appears to
be located at the outer midplane resonance when there is
a midplane fundamental resonance such as with heating at
2.45 GHz. In the absence of an outer midplane fundamental
resonance (i.e. when microwave heating is applied only with
frequencies > 6 GHz) the pressure of energetic electrons peaks
on the innermost field line that closes around the floating coil.
Furthermore, we have observed that a mirror trapped plasma
tends to form in the unconfined region above the floating coil.
When a spider-like structure is utilized to intercept this upper
mirror-trapped plasma, we observe the plasma line-density of
the dipole-confined plasma to increase significantly (>50%).

Our next step research involves three areas. First, we
plan to make direct measurements of the electron temperature
and density profiles through Thomson scattering. Second, we
will conduct controlled laboratory investigations of plasmas
having higher density (with c/ωpiL 
 1) and higher ion
temperature (Ti ∼ Te) by operating our high-power RF heating
system. This would allow systematic study of ion gyrokinetics
under the influence of interchange/entropy modes and the
study of Alfvén dynamics in a large laboratory magnetosphere.
Finally, the large, steady-state plasmas produced in laboratory
magnetospheres provide opportunities to conduct controlled
experimental investigations of transient phenomena that result,
for example, from launching particle, plasma, and magnetic
field perturbations.
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